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approximate in their measurement, variable from time to time,
and responsive to the investigator's attitude and skill. The
application to them of complex statistical methods can easily
lead an investigator to draw conclusions that are more precise or
refined than the data can properly bear. Two points are worth
remembering here: it is far more difficult to make an exact
observation than to do a simple statistical test; and statistical
significance does not necessarily imply clinical significance.
The difficulty of making an exact observation is matched in

clinical practice by the difficulty of making a valid comparison.
Statistical methods allow to a certain extent for the averaging out
of differences, and in the selection of individuals to make up
groups for comparison the use of tables of random numbers is
now standard practice. But in reporting the results the investiga-
tor should state clearly the composition of his groups so that
readers can judge their comparability. Thus it is far too casual
merely to say that two groups of patients were comparable
in all important respects. Among the attributes in which groups
of patients are commonly required to show similarity are age,
sex, and socio-economic class or occupation, together with many

others in special circumstances, such as family history, personal
history, previous exposure to an infection, inoculation state,
severity of disease, type of pathological lesion, and prognosis.
These attributes or whatever others are considered important
to the outcome of the investigation should be clearly set out
for the reader's inspection.
Though statistical analysis of clinical data is generally best

restricted to simple methods, much ingenuity and subtlety may
be needed in planning the investigation that is to provide the data
for the analysis. Consequently before presenting the numerical
results an investigator should describe the plan of research
clearly, for besides setting the results out in numerical form his
task is to convey their full and exact meaning. Thus the reader
wants not merely numbers but the practical realities that they
measure.
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Writing the MD thesis

CLIFFORD HAWKINS

The degree of Doctor of Medicine (MD or DM) in the United
Kingdom is a higher doctorate which is coveted by medical
graduates, being equal in status to doctorates in other university
faculties; this contrasts with practice in countries elsewhere in
Europe and in the USA, where it is solely a qualifying degree
like the MB, BS. The award of Master of Surgery (MS or in
Latin ChM) has the same status and requirement; so much so that
this degree was discontinued in the University of Birmingham
in 1974, the MD subsequently being awarded to both physicians
and surgeons, and this has happened elsewhere. Research
interests of both disciplines are similar-a far cry from the days
when the candidate for the MS was required to prove his ability
at anatomy and the MD degree was awarded by examination,
like a bar to the Membership of the Royal College of Physicians
examination (MRCP). A doctorate of philosophy (PhD) is also
awarded to medical graduates, though it tends to have a lower
status, as it is the result of supervised research often obtained at
the start of a career. The use of the word philosophy for a science
degree is anachronistic: it dates back to the original meaning of
philosophy, which covered wisdom and knowledge generally.
The MD thesis is a test more of scientific rather than clinical

ability and normally provides some contribution to medical
knowledge. The most important quality needed for undertaking
it is enthusiasm for original work and for studying a subj ect in
depth. Anyone can present a thesis to their university though
obviously time and research facilities are needed, yet some to
their great credit obtain it from general practice.' It also comes
easier to those who have already written articles and received
the criticisms of editors.
Anyone intending to do an MD thesis should visit his medical

school library and peruse theses already accepted. A room is
often devoted to these, all standardised with a similar immaculate
binding except for colour. Our university has a different colour
for each faculty-for example, the binding is red for medicine
and grey for science, and these colours correlate with those on
the academic gowns. Some are big and others are slender; one
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in our library, perhaps a record, weighs 5 kg (10 lb) and consists
of three volumes. The smallest is 1 kg (2 lb). Size, however, is no
guide to quality; indeed, great length may be due to literary
incapacity. A first-class thesis is often small and concise.
Looking at the titles of MD theses will show the wide range

of topics, varying from investigation of clinical conditions such
as Raynaud's syndrome to experimental work such as the terato-
genic action of trypan blue. Other material can be used to
support the thesis: audiovisual, tape, gramophone record, a
book that the author may have published, or a computer print-
out.

Choosing a subject

Professional advice must be sought whether a subject for
research is viable; else a candidate may easily set out on a
task which is too ambitious. A suitable person may be at hand;
otherwise an approach should be made to the head of the appro-
priate department, such as medicine, surgery, obstetrics,
psychiatry, oncology, immunology, geriatrics, pharmacology,
social medicine, and so on. This is particularly important for
anyone working in isolation from a main university department,
as discussion must, from the candidate's interest, take place
before work is far advanced, and certainly before the thesis is
written. If necessary, the dean of the medical school can be
asked to suggest someone. Choice of a subject is easiest when
the person is one of a research team with an ongoing programme
-provided he does the work himself.
The topic must contain sufficient material for a thesis and

originality is important, though, an excellent piece of work
confirming what is known would sometimes be acceptable.
There must be a consistent theme. A thesis that is disjointed
will be turned down, so that it is no good pinning together work
already done on a few vaguely related subjects.
As work progresses it may be given as a communication from

time to time at medical meetings. A critical audience may be of
great help, especially when they make constructive suggestions.
Similarly, any opportunity to publish work should be seized.
If accepted, an article appearing in a reputable medical journal
will act as an incentive. Reprints can be inserted in a special
pocket at the end of the thesis, or copied by photostat and made
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part of the thesis, provided that bridging sections make them
part of a logical sequence.
Many theses nowadays require the use of statistics, and expert

help should be sought from the start. It is a pity that courses in
statistics and methods are not readily available for postgraduate
students.

Varying regulations of universities

Administrative details are obtained by writing to the academic
registrar of the university and asking for a copy of the regulations
concerning the MD degree. These regulations vary: for example,
candidates may have to have been qualified for periods from
two to five years. Some universities, perhaps parochially, only
accept theses from their own graduates, whereas others do not
discriminate, provided the person has been working at the
university for at least two or three years.
The subject of the thesis may have to be approved beforehand

by the board of the faculty of medicine, or the thesis can be
presented without any preliminary requirement whatsoever.
Sometimes not only the title but the outline of future work has
to be sent to and approved by the MD committee, when, after
formal acceptance, a period of at least eighteen months must
elapse before the candidate can submit the thesis itself. Any plan
of proposed work must be thought out carefully; it usually only
needs to be brief, perhaps covering two or three pages. This
approach is helpful, provided a decision is reached quickly by
the committee: otherwise the enthusiasm of the candidate may
wane. In some universities an adviser is appointed, unless the
candidate himself is a member of the staff, but responsibility
for consulting the adviser rests with the candidate.

Signed declarations are sometimes required from the candi-
date, to certify that the thesis has been composed by himself or
that the work is his own, or, if he has been a member of a
research group, that he has made a substantial contribution
himself, or that he has looked up all references himself. State-
ments may also have to be made by the head of the department.

Three bound copies are usually required. These have to be
sent to the dean and he will arrange for them to be circulated
among the appointed assessors. If accepted, the top copy must
be given to the university library; this dates back to the days
before efficient Xerox copies, as carbon copies might be illegible.
It is customary for the candidate to present one volume to the
department in which he works, but he keeps the remaining one

himself. There is seldom any limit required to the length
of the thesis, but the regulations of one university state that it
should not normally exceed 60 000 words, including any appen-
dices and protocols of experiments, and that only in exceptional
circumstances should it be bound in more than a single volume.

Theses may be accepted, rejected, or revision suggested;
the nature of alterations or additions which will render the work
acceptable will be indicated and the time allowed for this is often
within one year-though this can be extended at the discretion
of the board of the faculty. The degree may be awarded either
with or without honours and some universities extend this
grading: gold medal, highest honours, honours, commendation,
and ordinary degree. Criticism has been levelled against grading,
in that it may deter a good candidate who thinks that he must
obtain only a top award or that it encourages others to inflate
their thesis unnecessarily. The standard required for acceptance
of an MD thesis still varies in different universities, though
fortunately the days have gone when it could be bought like the
MA. Obviously, the higher the standard, the greater is the
distinction for the candidate.
Most universities accept a thesis without seeing the candidate,

though sometimes an oral examination is requested by assessors
so that the candidate can explain certain aspects more fully and
results can be questioned. The regulations of some require that
every candidate has an oral. This custom comes from bygone
days, when students were examined for their doctorate in
mediaeval universities. They were summoned to appear before a
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congregation of graduates, doctors, and professors of the
university and had to engage in a disputation in which the
thesis was formally attacked, sustained, and defended. The
congregation decided at the end of the day whether the standard
of presentation, argument, and defence of the thesis justified
his admission as a doctor. This approach is implied in the word
thesis itself. Derived from the Greek Oeais it is defined as a
position or proposition that a person, as a candidate for scholastic
honours, advances, and offers to maintain by argument. For-
tunately, the oral examination nowadays is less forbidding and
merely complementary to the thesis itself.

Anatomy of a thesis

The MD thesis is usually written according to a conventional
plan, though this can be altered when necessary.

Title-The title should be specific, though comprehensive enough
to cover work likely to be done. It should be short, yet sufficiently
descriptive, without one unnecessary word. Abbreviations must not
be used, for they confuse when translated into foreign languages.
Francis2 emphasises that it must be clear enough to allow instant
recognition by anyone in the faculty; discussing theses generally, he
writes that some extraordinary confusions have arisen in the Univer-
sity of London and key words have not been clear and so the thesis
has appeared in a wrong classification in the library filing system.
Preface-Here the author should state in about 50 words what his

object is and the methods he has used, setting out clearly why he
undertook the work and explaining what hypothesis he held and
wished to test.

Synopsis (summary)-This should describe the contents of the
thesis in 200 to 500 words. Most careful attention should be given to
it, for the assessor first turns to this to find out what has been done
and why. If he cannot understand it, perhaps because of jargon or
abbreviations which are not explained when first used, his enthusiasm
for reading the thesis will weaken.

Survey of previous work-This should be a study in depth of
literature concerning the subject. A critical approach should be taken
regarding the reliability of previous work and reasons for any serious
differences stated. It is often difficult for a writer to know where to
limit his delving into the literature. The reader may be bored by a
retrospective ramble giving references of everything, or nearly every-
thing, that has ever been said about the topic, whether or not it is
relevant.

Materials and methods-This section may occupy several chapters
in some theses. New techniques may have been developed and the
validity of these will have been tested. The reliability of methods of
assessment and the type of statistical analysis will probably be described.
The amount of laboratory or other work that the candidate himself
has done and how much has been done by other workers should be
made obvious.
Results-The reporting of results, which is separate from discussion

of their significance, should be given succinctly. The normal range of
values should be given in parentheses if the reader is unlikely to know.
Often experimental results are best presented as tables or figures,
though conclusions based on these must appear in the text. The use of
both tables and figures to illustrate results must be avoided. Although
only relevant results and successful experiments need be described in
detail, unsuccessful experiments and the wrong turnings which are

inevitable in all research should be recorded. Comments on the mean-
ing of results should not be mixed with the facts but left to the dis-
cussion.

Discussion-Here the results are interpreted, commented upon, and
appropriate deductions drawn. This part should be limited to dis-
cussion, without recapitulation of results.

Conclusions-This leads on naturally from discussion. The can-
didate assesses his results and relates them to the work of others,
which will have been described in the survey of work. He may com-

ment upon the limitations of his research and mention any further
work that could be carried out.

References-A record card system for filing references should be
used at the start; otherwise much time may be wasted in the final
throes when chasing up those mislaid or forgotten. Cards can also be
rearranged and put in correct order so that a secretary can type a list
directly from them. Nevertheless, the value of a thesis is not measured
by the number of references. The worst sin is to include a long list of
references which have never been seen or read by the author. Incorrect
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ones cause an appalling waste of time for others and are likely to be
detected by the assessor. No reference should be included unless the
author has looked it up himself. Personal communications or references
to inaccessible journals should be avoided as far as possible.

References must be listed in a uniform way, usually by the Harvard
system. The author's name and date of his publication may be included
in the text or just numbers only; the latter saves space, though it is
more difficult to insert a reference at the last moment as all have to be
renumbered. It is helpful to give the pagination of papers and chapters
in books. While world-shattering discoveries may have been announced
in a few lines, a long paper generally indicates a substantial piece of
work, whereas a single page very little-though the scientific value
to be attached to them may differ greatly. This gives the examiner
some indication as to which papers he might consult himself to check
the candidate's contention.

Examples of how to refer correctly to a paper, book, or thesis are as
follows:
McBurney, J J, Meier, H, Hoag, W G (1964). Device for Milking

Mice, Journal of Laboratory and Clinical Medicine, 64, 485-487.
Gowers, Sir Ernest (revised by Fraser, Sir Bruce) (1973). The

Complete Plain Words, 2 edn, Her Majesty's Stationery Office,
London.

Mynors, J M, The Bowel Sounds, Thesis, ChM, University of
Birmingham, 1963.

Acknowledgments-It is helpful to make a list in order to avoid
forgetting anyone. Colleagues should be thanked for any help, advice,
and encouragement. It is usual to acknowledge the facilities made
available or financial help, such as research grants or money donated
for drugs or equipment. It is necessary to thank the laboratory or other
staff only when they have gone to special trouble and not when they
have carried out routine work.
Appendix-This is useful for any descriptions or data which would

break the continuity of the text. Tables, case reports, and details of
special apparatus can be included.

Illustrations-Charts, tables, and diagrams should be close to the
relevant text, and easy to understand. Their sole object is to aid
comprehension and not just to duplicate material already in the text.

PRESENTATION AND BINDING

A copy of Notes on the Presentation and Binding of Theses issued by
the university bindery may usually be obtained from the medical
school library. This should be scrutinised carefully and shown to
one's secretary. Observation of this advice should result in a typo-
graphically well-presented thesis. A badly prepared script may not be
accepted.
The length of the average thesis varies from 100 to 300 pages. It is

generally not more than 50 mm thick and two volumes are made if
there are many more than 250 pages. Paper of international standard
size A/4 ( lt in x 8j in; 297 x 210 mm) is used and on one side only.
The left-hand margin should be about 1 in (4 cm) and the right
i in (2 cm); the wide left margin is to allow space for binding the
pages. Margins at the top and bottom of the page should be about
1 in (2-5 cm). Double-spacing should be used for the main text, but
single spacing for footnotes. If Xerox copies are used, it is essential to
tell the operator that the prints are for binding, so that a binding
margin of 11 in (4 cm) is left and the copy is clear. Sufficient paper
should be bought for the whole thesis at the start before typing is
begun; very slight variations of size can spoil the appearance of a
thesis. Pages must be numbered all the way through. From the start
it is a good plan to make three copies of all relevant material such as
illustrations. Box files are useful for storing data and other material.

Writing the thesis

No thesis worthy of a Nobel Prize will be rejected, or even
sent back for revision, even if the English is appalling. Never-
theless, in all other theses, 'clear English-which means that
ideas are conveyed in the fewest words-is essential. Un-
fortunately, the pompous polysyllabic word dissertation used
in regulations of some universities may easily make the author
feel that he needs to do something beyond communicating his
facts and ideas. He then works hard to create an impression
and so may lapse into a cliche-ridden pomposity and verbosity,
frequently a contrast to his conversation. There is then loss of
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direct and forceful manner of writing which is common to authors
as different as P G Wodehouse and Winston Churchill. Various
books3-5 are available to guide the author about this matter
if he is not aware of the differential diagnosis of the causes of
obscurity in writing. Often he is exhorted to read the best
authors to improve his English. I cannot agree. No one can learn
to paint by visiting art galleries and looking at pictures. An
expert's help is needed to tear the script to pieces and to give
practical advice. In some medical departments, manuscripts
are submitted to a professional writer before publication. Perhaps
one day professional medical editing services will be generally
available.
Think before starting to write. Time is wasted when pen is

put to paper too soon. All facts and ideas should first be
assembled. One method then is to make a book of blank pages
by putting typing paper into a spring-clip instant binder.
Headings, one to a sheet, are jotted down for different problems
and ideas as they arise; the blank sheets are filled in with the
facts and any additional information can be added. The pages
themselves are altered in a more suitable order as the thesis
develops and then the arrangement of chapters emerges.
Sometimes a short summary at the end of each chapter
helps to crystallise the author's thoughts and is helpful to the
reader.

Writing should be postponed until a detailed plan has been
made, even as far as outlines of paragraphs and construction of
sentences. The first draft may be typed, written (with plenty of
space between the lines for corrections), or dictated; sometimes
the tape-recorder when used without the script in mind is a
menace, for it encourages long-windedness. The first draft is
typed roughly, as this saves the secretary's time, in double-
spacing with wide margins. This is treated by ruthless use of
a "blue pencil" to correct technical detail and to clarify meaning,
as well as to excise every unnecessary word. Some writers are
able to submit a final typescript with little effort. Most will not,
and they will be consoled by being in the company of most
distinguished writers. For example, Somerset Maugham revised
his manuscript six times; that he had "drastically purged them
of words" explains the clarity of his writing as he recalled in
his book The Summing Up.

Assessing a thesis

The number of assessors used for correcting a thesis varies in
different universities, sometimes two, or maybe four or five.
One or two external assessors are chosen for their expertise on
the subject. Each sends his independent report to the medical
faculty office. If opinions do not agree, assessors may be asked to
consult together to see whether agreement can be reached, and
an oral examination to question the candidate on his thesis
may be advised. Speed and punctuality in returning the corrected
thesis is important, though not always easy to achieve, for undue
delay may hold up the candidate's career. Gentle reminders
from the administrative staff in the medical school office are
useful in hastening this.
An assessor usually has numerous other commitments and

his work on the thesis, which is always most time-consuming,
often has to be done in the evenings or at weekends. The first
impact is its size: an enormous volume or volumes will not

endear the author to him. He will probably next read the synopsis
and then scan the contents to see whether it makes easy reading.
When reading it more carefully he will note whether a critical
approach is employed, and will study carefully figures, diagrams,
graphs, legends, and statistics. Relevant references will be
looked up and a random sample checked for their accuracies.
A major problem in assessing theses may be to find out the

attribution of the work. Many projects deal with complicated
technical procedures. The author may have done most or all
of the work himself, or he may have simply taken routine
laboratory results and never even visited the laboratory. The
same difficulty arises with previous publications, as nearly all
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papers have several authors. A note attached to each reference
indicating the role of the candidate is most helpful.

Causes of failure or need for revision

A thesis is seldom rejected because the subject is not original
enough: more likely it fails because it is disjointed and without
a single theme running through it, or if too little work has been
done by the author himself.
A number of theses are unsatisfactory and have to be returned

to the author for revision. This is a burden to him and can be
avoided. Inflation is caused by verbosity; irrelevant text;
wasted space, as when the typist leaves too wide margins
and when many unnecessary illustrations are used. Errors that
have occurred include misquotations from published work,
tables upside down; bad captions to tables; masses of complica-
ted data with virtually no explanation in the text; and statistics
which neither support the argument nor make sense; and,
most common of all, incorrect references. Also many theses
contain literal errors, misspellings, words left out, and so on.
Examiners are irritated by such carelessness and become naturally
suspicious of work done by a candidate who allows so many errors
to go uncorrected in his written thesis. They may wonder
whether similar errors have occurred in his scientific work.

Is the MD worth while?

Motives for taking up the challenge of obtaining the MD
must differ. Some do so because of a sense of personal satisfac-
tion or to pursue a particular interest. Many are encouraged to
undertake it because it is a valuable stepping stone in their
career. Material may be published while the work is being done
or after the thesis has been accepted; work subsequently
published should contain some reference to the fact that it has
been approved by the university for the award of the MD
degree. The thesis itself will be listed in the annual publication
Index to Theses. The British Library at Boston Spa aims to keep
a copy of all doctorates of British universities. Some may have
carried out excellent research which, perhaps because of
negative findings, is not suitable to appear in current medical
journals; this may sometimes be tied together in a thesis, pro-
vided that there is a common theme and the material is worth
while.

The possession of an MD is also a helpful yardstick for those
on appointment committees, for it provides proof of sustained
endeavour, of the ability to think critically, and of training in
scientific method. Brief details of the work which was awarded
the MD should be included in a curriculum vitae. The number
of graduates who receive MD degrees varies in different
universities. Eight per cent of all MBs qualifying in 1947 had
obtained theMD at the end of 1964; figures were as high as 200,,
for Oxbridge6. Nevertheless, high 4igures sometimes reflect the
ease of obtaining the degree in the past rather than the in-
tellectual capacity of the recipients. The recommendation of the
Joint Committee on Higher Medical Training for a period of
research in the training of specialists may make it easier for
doctors to obtain the MD in the future.
The MD is complementary to and in no way a rival to higher

specialist examinations and diplomas, which test knowledge and
training rather than originality. Few studies have been made of
the careers of recipients of the MD degree. Whitfield' investiga-
ted 75 MDs that had been awarded since this had been changed
in Birmingham from an examination to a thesis in 1948. He
found that 12 had been elected to chairs, and five to readerships,
and that four had become senior lecturers and three lecturers,
and 44 of the 75 were consultants or honorary consultants.
Ogston,8 who studied the careers of those who had obtained the
MD in the University of Aberdeen between 1931 and 1969,
noted that 39-9)(,, were occupying hospital appointments, 25"o
had achieved academic and research posts; others were in
general practice, public health, or administration. These
figures support Whitfield's conclusion that the MD is, like a
doctorate in science, a recognition of high intellectual capacity
and the ability to apply it. It is also a hallmark which sets a
seal on a period of successful research.
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Speak the speech, I pray you

RICHARD LEECH

Contrary to popular belief, the gifts of the actor, such as they
are, are quite different to the gift of the gab. The trouble is
that, although I have picked up a few wrinkles on making myself
heard in public over the past thirty years, I have previously had
the benefit of cleverer and more articulate fellows to write the
words. It's a different kettle of fish when you have to make it up
yourself.

However, needs must when the devil and the Editor of the
BMJ drive. I have lately done a bit of research and studied the

Croydon, Surrey CRO 1SW
RICHARD LEEPER McCLELLAND (RICHARD LEECH), BA, MB, actor

(house surgeon Meath Hospital and County Dublin Infirmary, 1945)

form at a few centres of postgraduate learning. This is quite
simple nowadays, for since the Minister has seen fit to award
a bonus to GPs who attend such centres there has been a
mushroom growth. There is hardly a hospital in the kingdom
now which doesn't shove out the postgraduate boat-often
loaded to the scuppers with goodies from the drug companies.

I have been amazed to discover how few of the lecturers at
these establishments have bothered to consider the basic
principles of voice production and presentation: principles
without which no actor would ever achieve his first job. Thus
I have been encouraged to believe that I have something to tell
you that may be of help. I am not concerned with what you say.
You have had expert advice on how to marshal your facts. I am
only presuming to offer a few hints on how to say them.

First of all, then, you need to take up a position in good light
where you can be comfortably seen by every member of the
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